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Chinese ‘Super Apps’ Driving the Automation of Consumption… 

‘In this new era, an unprecedented amount of economic power and cashflow is concentrating in the global tech 

companies through whose servers the key raw material of the information age passes i.e. consumer profiling data which 

can be processed via proprietary algorithms and monetized. Portfolio diversification will increasingly be embedded 

within these tech conglomerates, as they rapidly expand into adjacent sectors…’ Weekly Insight, February 9th 2015 

 ‘We don't want to be just a retailer but to help all others run their business better…’ Chen Zhang, JD's chief technology 

officer, talking about its ‘retail as a service’ offering for offline shops 

‘Tmall has got all channels ready for us. These include digital and data management of inventory and customer profiles. 

The also offered us guidance to 3m target users’ insights, and we leveraged a Chinese affiliate’s data collected over 14 

years…’ Intersport’s China Manager speaking in May 

 

• I’ve been structurally bearish on the consumer staples and advertising sectors since 2016 because their 

entire business model is eroding rapidly as technology slashes the brand premium built by cumulative 

advertising spend and long protected by preferential access to prime supermarket shelf space. For 

instance, back in the 29th August note last year, I highlighted that: ‘While advertising hasn’t been as 

much freewheeling fun as portrayed in ‘Mad Men’ for a long time, it has remained a highly profitable 

sector. However, after a number of sector profit warnings there are signs that key clients across the 

FMCG sector are questioning the payback from advertising, with nearly all leading global consumer 

brand groups from Unilever to Mondelez and Heineken showing advertising and promotion spend down 

by 0.5-1% of sales...’  

• There is in that context a certain irony but also inevitability to WPP selling a stake in its Chinese business 

to Tencent and Alibaba.  Last week, Publicis yet again reported revenue below expectations - as with 

its peers, the world’s third-largest advertising group is facing multiple challenges including tighter 

budgets among key FMCG clients who themselves are facing relentless margin pressure and mediocre 

top line growth. Publicis said revenue in the quarter ended June 30th fell 2.1% on an organic basis - 

analysts had been expecting a 1.1% rise. Net income in H1 declined 19% – the contrast with Google’s 

YouTube and per click text search advertising revenue upside surprise is stark – the traditional 

agencies have been steadily disintermediated as brands go direct to platforms.  

• Meanwhile P&G’s Q2 numbers this week underline the difficulty in resuscitating top line growth - organic 

sales, which strip out the effects of foreign exchange and divestitures, rose out just 1% in Q4, no 

improvement on the third. The response will be price rises across key products riding on the back of 

commodity inflation and further cost reductions, including external marketing. 

ENTX on Bloomberg        

sean.maher@entext.com 
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Source: Entext 

• I wrote in the March 9th note on FMCG margins that: ‘The structural headwinds will be sustained but 

watch soft commodity inflation and looming pricing negotiations closely for at least temporary relief. The 

shockwaves rolling through these sectors reflect a key theme over recent years – looming technology 

and consumer trend disruption can be as misunderstood by corporates as by investors, until the fallout 

from that complacency proves costly enough to provoke a belated response.’ That response seems to 

be gathering pace and rising soft commodity price rises are providing an alibi for higher margins. 

Millennials are a lost cause, but the core if slowly declining boomer market will probably prove relatively 

price inelastic – I would take a more positive tactical stance on global staples. 

• Investors and analysts last week were again reminded of the risks inherent to Facebook’s ad centric 

business model, which I’ve long maintained is the least defensible of the global tech giants - it’s valid 

to question whether we are now seeing a peak in the ‘eyeballs for clicks’ attention chasing digital 

advertising model. Facebook as a purely social network is inherently limited as a business model in 

just how much data it can collect directly from users which advertisers will find useful. That has forced 

it to collect, share and ‘harvest’ as much behavioural and relationship related user data as possible 

without informed consent in any meaningful legal sense.  

• Users when they agree to the complex disclaimers simply don’t understand the implications and 

consumer protections will now be increasingly legislated, with the EU’s GDPR rules the first step.  

Advertiser awareness of fake users and clickbots gaming the apparent high ROI from digital and the 

privacy tools (including ultimately self-sovereign ID software) and regulations allowing users to limit 

intrusive data ‘harvesting’ looks an ominous combination.   

• On the wider sector, it’s worth reading a recent interview on tech investing with Marc Andreessen, serial 

tech entrepreneur and co-founder of leading VC fund Andreesen-Horowitz, who notes that: ‘…most 

tech markets tend to end up with one company with most of the market share. And that company tends 

to be all the value that gets created in that sector, from a return standpoint. That company also tends 

to have all the resources to do everything else that they want to do, including build new products. In 

fact, the general model for successful tech companies, contrary to myth and legend, is that they 

become distribution-centric rather than product-centric. They become a distribution channel, so 

they can get to the world. And then they put many new products through that distribution channel.’ He 

is essentially describing the powerful tech platform model that has rapidly developed over the 

past decade by dominating online distribution channels, from Tencent in games and messaging to 

Google in search and digital advertising but which is now evolving to a new level of concentration in 

China. 
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China Internet Sector Became Crowded and Expensive, But LT Bull Case Remains  

• Having been a long-term bull over several years (particularly on Tencent), I turned tactically 

bearish on Asian tech late last year, and the US traded China internet stock index has fallen to a new 

YTD low, diverging hugely with US peers even after Facebook’s latest plunge. Tencent down 25% from 

its peak in January ahead of quarterly earnings likely to show slowing growth in gaming and the impact 

of new regulations that will erode interest income from its third-party payments business.  

• Player Unknown’s Battlegrounds (PUBG), in which players have to survive on a virtual island has been 

cannibalising other legacy titles on both time and money spend (like Fortnite globally). Total game 

revenues will probably rise just 2-3% y/y in Q2 but the stock remains a key play on the rise of 

esports in Asia and now increasingly the US (the Overwatch League finals in NY attracted 20,000 

spectators) via Riot Games.  

• Another negative factor is the stunning rise of unlisted Bytedance as a competitor for advertising 

revenues, which I’ve covered over the past year. Its video apps in aggregate now account for about 

10% of all in app viewing time in China (well ahead of Baidu and Alibaba, although still less than a 

fifth of Tencent) and are becoming a key marketing channel. Indeed, its AI driven personalized 

newsfeed service Toutiao is overtaking Baidu as the default “recommendation machine”; in China in-

feed advertising that supports brand promotion has become more important than search and 

Toutiao is aiming at $4bn in ad revenues this year.  

• While Baidu generated $13bn last year, the convergence is likely to be sustained.  Bytedance now has 

a wide range of short video apps, notably Douyin (named Tik Tok abroad) which lets users make 15-

second selfie videos. Creators with more than 50,000 followers can live stream their videos and fans 

can ask questions and pay for answers. Douyin helps influencers amass followers and in Q4 last year 

successfully launched its first ‘infeed’ branding campaign for Airbnb, Harbin Beer and Chevrolet; 

in June 2018, the app reached 150 m daily average users. 

• The threat of growing interference by Beijing has also hurt tech sector sentiment - a recent WSJ analysis 

looked at the growing regulatory constraints on Ant Financial, as indicative of a wider move by Beijing 

to restrict the tech sector. Tightening regulations on third party payments will also erode interest income; 

from January customer deposits must be parked in custodial accounts. Tighter regulations on P2P 
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lending etc. have slammed the wider China fintech sector (e.g. Qudian which tested $35 last October 

after its IPO is now sub $8).  

• There is a clear dilemma for Beijing, between allowing the tech giants to develop via their super app 

ecosystems vertically integrated ‘economies within an economy’ that boost productivity and help 

achieve an economy wide value chain uplift versus a loss of control and competition undercutting flat 

footed SOEs from banking to telecoms. Given the critical role of these tech groups in the social credit 

system rollout and their remarkable progress in modernizing the offline retail and logistics economy, 

allowing further business model experimentation while keeping them under close political control seems 

the likely outcome.  

 

Source: Entext 

• The ambitious "social credit system" covered at length in a note a year ago is progressing rapidly, with 

unified social credit codes now introduced almost nationwide. The 18-digit alphanumeric code is 

a key element of the surveillance platform. It is used to record information about permits, registrations 

and penalties related to businesses and individuals. According to the government, as of April more than 

30m identification codes had been issued to businesses, and more than 500m records about them were 

available on the platform.   

• A key aspect of this effort is to create a self-reinforcing feedback mechanism, punishing bad corporate 

behaviour such as illegal pollution or substandard products and rewarding good.  At the June 6th State 

Council meeting, the commitment to build a blacklist for firms and individuals guilty counterfeiting, 

piracy, theft and other misconduct was a focus – which sounds like many vendors on Pinduoduo, 

which has a highly dubious and probably unsustainable business model, despite its post IPO 

rally. JD looks a far better bet on the growth of third tier urban and rural hinterland consumption, and 

the heavy infrastructure investment in everything from drone delivery systems to highly automated 

logistics hubs that has depressed profits and performance looks likely to pay off, not least by 

establishing a deep competitive moat.  

• Meanwhile, in what some fear is an echo of SOE ‘market share at all costs’ behaviour, Tencent and 

Alibaba have been diverting free cash flow from their core businesses to dominate across online sectors 

from bike sharing, food delivery and payments. In particular, Alibaba’s Ele.me (which is about to sign 

up Starbucks for mainland delivery) and Tencent-backed Meituan Dianping are fighting for dominance 

in food delivery, with Alibaba spending RMB3bn over the next few months to win at least half the market. 
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While I highlighted the success of Starbucks in developing the most popular US mobile payment 

app in the 5th of June note on global fintech, there is no prospect of repeating it in China - over 80% 

of purchases are cash free, but overwhelmingly via WeChat Pay and Alipay.  

Data Led Chinese Retail Model Providing Global Template… 

‘In the Western press, JD is often referred to as the Chinese Amazon, but unlike Amazon, which has all but 

saturated the American e-commerce market and therefore has to expand by moving into new sectors, such as 

entertainment, JD still has ample room to extend its customer base—thanks to places like Cenmang and Xinhuang. 

Although China has the most Internet users of any country and the largest e-commerce market in the world—more 

than twice the size of America’s—there are still hundreds of millions of Chinese whose lives have yet to migrate 

online. Analysts predict that China’s online retail market will double in size in the next two years, and that the growth 

will come disproportionately from third- and fourth-tier cities and from the country’s vast rural hinterland. At a time 

when the Chinese government has instituted monumental infrastructure programs to develop these regions, 

companies like JD are providing a market-driven counterpart, which is likely to do for China what the Sears, 

Roebuck catalogue did for America in the early twentieth century. Across China, JD has made a policy of recruiting 

local representatives who can exploit the thick social ties of traditional communities to drum up business…’ From 

the New Yorker magazine 

• The idea that companies like JD are the ‘Sears Roebuck catalogues’ of the 21st century for Chinese 

consumers is valid. Indeed, in China something far more profound is underway which you can label in 

several ways but understanding the implications of the consumption process getting automated at every 

level should now be a key investor focus. In a recent McKinsey analysis, retail was by far the most 

impacted sector from the rise of advanced AI. From an outdated model where fashion trends have 

to be guessed months in advance and expensive real estate filled with disinterested staff and 

‘guesswork’ product inventory, retail is going the personalized data centric way of Steven Spielberg’s 

2002 film Minority Report, which had what was at the time the Sci-Fi vision of the main character walking 

into a shop and having augmented reality assistants intuitively recommend relevant products. The 

transition is proving hugely challenging for many sector giants from H&M to Inditex.  

• In particular, the Chinese web giants are increasingly controlling every element in the 

interaction between merchant and consumer, from purchase, to payment, to shipment. They are 

creating self-contained, vertically integrated retail economies in which only their affiliates capture the 

profit opportunity and rolling out new business models not only in retail, but also investment, lending, 

payments, and logistics. Back in the January 30th note on the rise of logistics and ecommerce 

automation, I wrote that: ‘… the launch of the experimental Amazon Go outlet in Seattle using hundreds 

of cameras and AI algorithms to track customer purchases without human intervention is an example 

of the seamless ‘deep automation’ to come. This is an example of what will become a commonplace 

implementation of AI pattern recognition within a closely mapped space; it doesn’t even rely on facial 

recognition to avoid theft, although similar trials in China do. Amazon could well license this technology 

to the wider retail sector ultimately as a service hosted on AWS, although incumbent retailers will be 

loath to give it full access to the consumer purchasing data their loyalty cards collect at a human or 

increasingly self-scan checkout. It’s interesting that some retailers like the UK’s Ocado are soaring on 

the potential revenue stream from selling proprietary automation technology to the industry majors – 

early adoption pays off in more ways than simply sustaining market share and margins...’ 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2018/07/23/how-e-commerce-is-transforming-rural-china?mbid=nl_Daily%20071818&CNDID=27053583&spMailingID=13895546&spUserID=MTMzMTgyODA2MTQ0S0&spJobID=1441521037&utm_source=Benedict%27s+newsletter&utm_campaign=a3f031aff5-Benedict%27s+Newsletter_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_4999ca107f-a3f031aff5-70525993
https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/artificial-intelligence/visualizing-the-uses-and-potential-impact-of-ai-and-other-analytics?cid=soc-web
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AI ‘Super App’ Ecosystem Platforms Redefining Merchant-Consumer Interaction 

 

Source: Entext, various company sources 

• However, so far US retailers are keener to partner with Ocado than Amazon and indeed beyond offering 

cloud-based analytics, the US giants are not yet capable of offering a fully outsourced tech 

upgrade service to small retailers, although as noted in that note, Amazon is probably heading this 

way. Amazon Go integrates various technology components: computer vision, sensor fusion, IoT, and 

AI to create its frictionless shopping experience. What Amazon Go has developed is a very interesting 

experiment but doesn’t look scalable when it requires 200+ cameras in the ceilings and 4000+ more 

cameras on the shelves along with weight scales.  

• In the US, businesses operate on the basis that a customer’s purchase decision path covers multiple 

disconnected touch points, offline and online. Apps such as Facebook, Foursquare, Messenger, Uber, 

Skype, Yelp, and Venmo all exist separately even if there is growing API interconnection, but in China, 

you can get everything you need through WeChat which accounts for around 90% of all messaging app 

users and offers an all-encompassing mobile experience.  

• What differentiates a super app is its seamless integration with major online hubs, bypassing 

individual company websites and interfaces. WeChat already has a huge gaming ecosystem within 

the app but last year launched the Mini App feature for third party developers. These are typically reduced 

functionality, disposable apps that can take advantage of info already within the WeChat ecosystem, like 

payments, and maintain a consistent user interface. With more than 580,000 apps on its platform, 

WeChat is investing heavily into its mini-apps program, which turns WeChat into a de facto mobile 

operating system, allowing third parties to develop self-contained experiences to showcase 

within the WeChat walled garden. Global retailers from Michael Kors to Dior and Tesla have released 

mini-apps for functions such as eCommerce, photo sharing etc.  
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• Each super app provides so many functions that consumers living inside those walled gardens 

have little motivation to leave. And the apps go well beyond providing functionality. They provide 

personalized experiences. On WeChat, for instance, leading local celebrities promote brands like 

influencers do on Instagram in the United States, and clickable buttons make it easy for consumers to 

buy products instantly. Their responsiveness was reflected in the Changsheng Bio vaccine scandal - 

Alibaba within days offered a new function to help concerned parents check a range of child-focused 

vaccines integrated via AliHealth, Taobao and Alipay.  

• Users can scan the barcode on a vaccine box to bring up information on its legitimacy and safety. It’s 

an example of how easily new data services can be integrated to reach their vast user base. Economist 

Tim Harford in his book “Fifty Things That Made the Modern Economy” includes the humble barcode 

as a key innovation and he’s right – retail supply chain automation still depends at its core on the 

tracking and inventory management technology developed by NCR back in the 1970s, supplemented 

by evolutionary enhancements like QR codes and RFID tags.  

• According to a recent survey by NCR, most consumers say checkout is the biggest pain point in retail 

and about half of shoppers will abandon their carts if lines are too long. The shift toward ‘frictionless 

commerce’, which aims to make shopping in brick-and-mortar retail as convenient as online is 

now accelerating. The Chinese ‘frictionless retail’ solution clearly is already proving remarkably 

scalable - Alibaba has been transforming corner shops across China into cutting edge ‘virtual 

franchisees’ by offering a sophisticated retail operating system. Over one million have signed 

up so far, usually at a cost of $5-8k for the new store hardware plus an annual subscription of about 

$600-700 and a minimum buying commitment but no revenue share under Alibaba’s Tmall brand.  

• They get a data analytics makeover via access to everything from AI apps to heat sensors to track 

foot traffic. These outlets buy all their goods through Alibaba's platform and transact using Alipay. It’s 

not just family retailers - Chinese hypermarket chain T-Mart has finished a digital transformation 

of 100 stores using New Retail technology developed by Alibaba, with its Hema supermarket (a 

local version of Whole Foods Market) as a model. Whether through in-store fulfilment of online orders, 

interactive kiosks or integration with Tmall, the line between online and offline commerce has been 

increasingly blurred. Tencent, JD.com and others are making similar moves and Chinese retail is likely 

to see a huge productivity boost. 

• Meanwhile, the orthodoxy of static product pricing is beginning to crumble - bot-driven dynamic 

pricing as practiced by Amazon and Alibaba represents a massive change for the retail industry. 

Traditionally, brick-and-mortar stores changed prices no more than weekly because of the time and 

expense needed to swap labels but online retailers update prices sometimes multiple times a day, 

helped by algorithms that consider inventory levels, sales forecasts and rival pricing data.   

• Meituan with its 320m users of a seamlessly integrated package of mobility/tourism and entertainment 

services is another example of China’s “super apps”, distribution platforms which offer a range of one-

click, seamless consumer services in an attempt to retain users within their branded ecosystems. This 

is in some ways an AI era version of the content and service ‘walled gardens’ which telecom 

operators tried to impose 15 years ago and failed miserably. It has been forced into a series of 

costly price wars not just in its core business of food delivery versus Ele.me, but now also in ride-hailing. 

In April, it added a bike-sharing sector to its app with the $3.7bn acquisition of bike-sharing company 

Mobike, having spent the preceding few months rolling out taxi-hailing services.  

• Market leader Didi promptly declared that it was getting into food delivery – tit for tat retaliation may be 

feared in the trade war but is very much the reality in the tech platform one and that has proved 

disconcerting for investors. Ultimately, both within these companies and between them, the Chinese 

internet sector is seeing the most brutally Darwinian competition for talent, capital and market 

share of any sector globally, resulting in very rapid innovation - the winners can scale globally and 

have the ruthless ambition to do so.  

http://www.alizila.com/future-of-retail-happening-in-china/
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• In other words, while the Chinese strategy certainly puts scalability critical mass before profitability near-

term, it will likely have a global payoff over the next decade, particularly in the rest of EM.  Tencent and 

Alibaba no longer simply exist within the Chinese economy as discrete corporate entities as say 

Facebook or Google do in the US but have become a critical part of its ‘operating system’ – 

switch WeChat off for a week, and the Chinese economy would suffer an economic shock vastly bigger 

than anything Trump can deliver. To understand just how transformative these platforms are becoming 

in China, this 22 min presentation by Ant’s Chief Data Scientist is well worth watching. For instance, at 

the end of May, Alibaba’s Tmall opened its first co-branded Megastore in Beijing for partner Intersport. 

The Megastore strategy is part of a new retail blueprint aiming at digitally empowering legacy brands 

by boosting brick-and-mortar performance with better data analytics and AI support.  Tmall plans by 

the end of next March to be collaborating with about 1,000 brands and 200,000 stores via 

outsourced digital solutions. 

Intelligent Assistants to Drive Voice Led Computing and Consumption Shift… 

‘Right now, worldwide, the top 6 food and beverage companies spend close to $40 billion advertising to individual 

consumers to remind them to buy their brands at the grocery store.  The consumer consumes these products at a 

regular rate, reminded periodically by brands through media to consume and enjoy the product, and to stay loyal 

to the brand. With AI in the picture, we begin to see the automation of shopping. AI starts discerning patterns of 

consumption, the contextual needs for different products, and starts adjusting inventory based on consumption 

rates.  This allows the 200 to 300 products that consumers use at a regular rate to start flowing to their houses like 

electricity. What we are saying is that AI “assistants” will control access to your customers, and brand 

recognition will play less of a role in product selection than AI algorithms will. Brands will have to decide 

if traditional advertising model is worth it, or should that $40 billion be spent elsewhere, on AI platforms for 

example.’ Prof. Niraj Dawar interviewed in latest Harvard Business Review  

“If we try to reproduce with voice what has been working with mobile, it will be a lost opportunity. I am absolutely 

positive that the introduction of voice as an interface, and the frictionless embedding of payments, will open up new 

commerce use cases. There’s no limit to the type of conversations that humans can have...” Amazon Pay’s Patrick 

Gauthier 

• The legacy model of marketing, advertising, and shopping will become obsolete with 

innovations like Amazon’s Dash buttons (which are now appearing on every Prime account 

homepage) making routine purchases seamless. Amazon and other retailers will soon know customers’ 

habits well enough to send a family household the 150-200 products they regularly consume, based 

on when the retailers’ algorithms believe those items require replenishment.  

• As noted above, basic products will flow to the household like a utility - the shopper will be an automated 

bot which has absorbed its users’ preferences and habits, leaving customers with the sole task of 

consumption. The era of marketers talking to humans is becoming one of machines talking to 

machines. Among the fastest growing US consumer brands are Amazon’s private labels ranging from 

detergents to basic clothing and luggage ranges - what happens when the IA becomes the trusted 

navigator and consumer allegiance shifts from trusted brands to that assistant?   

• Influencing algorithms by say becoming a default non-generic brand in the pre-installed software 

choices will be prized over physical shelf space at Wal-Mart. Hardly any smartphone buyers change 

most default settings, providing a large advantage to those that populate the device as standard. Brand 

loyalty will be redefined, forcing marketers to differentiate much more clearly between mere 

repurchase and actual loyalty.  

• Marketers of incumbent brands will need to ask whether the algorithm is “loyal” or the consumer 

is. For challengers, the critical question will be what they need to do to compel consumers to change 

the algorithm’s default settings. Marketing spend will be increasingly focused on understanding the 

points of influence of bots: What are their sources of data? Which criteria are they programmed to 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m0YT4O4CWG4&index=24&list=PLMU7XLs-Lrl9L7Ud-cAg0g5iPXVjvgWD2
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optimize? And what are their learning algorithms? Research on consumers will focus on strategic issues 

such as understanding consumption patterns and maintaining brand loyalty.  

• I read a story in the WSJ which should terrify any consumer brand executive in terms of underlining the 

increasing automated process of consumer expectation and behaviour. Uber’s regular users are now 

starting to forget to pay legacy taxis in cash, so conditioned are they to the convenience of 

digital prepayment. This ‘lock-in’ psychological effect is likely to become prevalent (Amazon 

Prime or WeChat being examples) as consumer experience becomes more seamlessly automated, 

making consumers even less likely to switch to alternatives once an essential app becomes ‘embedded’ 

in their routines. That trend will be amplified as we shift from text to voice computing – everyone reading 

this will have an intelligent assistant or IA (likely very underutilised) on a laptop (e.g. Cortana), phone 

(Google Assistant, Apple’s Siri, Samsung’s Bixby) or smart speakers (Amazon’s Alexa, Baidu’s Little 

Fish).  

• There are an estimated one billion IA-enabled devices already and over the next few years, billions 

of people will have an increasingly intelligent and useful assistant available 24/7. The tech giants have 

made investment in IAs a priority as a gatekeeper and even chokepoint for our consumption 

patterns. The rapid uptake of smart speakers and smartphone based intelligent assistants on the 

mainland added to the rise of mobile payments and social shopping is allowing the Chinese sector to 

become world leading. According to MIT Technology Review, the number of US households with 

smart speakers roughly doubled over the last year - consumers are increasingly interested in 

interacting with voice AI in a wider variety of contexts.  

• While voice assistants are making big inroads with consumers, using them to transact is still nascent 

— only about 3% of US consumers reported having used them to shop last year. What consumers 

want is a total commerce experience, where shopping and paying comprise a single, seamless 

experience.  Google’s Assistant demonstrated the ability at the I/O 2018 event to make natural-

sounding phone calls to book restaurants etc.  Siri is now making recommendations based on your 

activity and schedule while Alexa is starting to understand general user intent. Yet take-up so far is low 

and having fallen well short of the initial hype (rather like VR), the idea that this software will become 

essential in organising our time and consumption decisions is not yet taken seriously, but that will 

change. Most people remain self-conscious talking to software agents but that will likely change 

as their utility becomes clear. For some, privacy and data has put them off using their IA but 

convenience will ultimately triumph.US based VC firm Loup Ventures conducts an annual exercise to 

test the accuracy of voice based intelligent assistants, asking Siri, Google Assistant, Alexa, and Cortana 

800 identical questions.  

• This time, Google Assistant was able to answer 86% of them correctly, Siri 79%, Alexa 61%, and 

Cortana 52%. In the US, the four major voice assistants are dominating both smartphones and smart 

speakers (including in vehicles) although the typical uses clearly differ between digital assistants and 

smart speakers. Note that nearly every misunderstood question involved a proper noun, often the name 

of a local town or restaurant. The key result is that benchmarked by Google, the voice recognition 

and natural language processing of IAs is improving to the point where they will within a couple 

of years understand nearly everything you say to them. 

• IAs are beginning to integrate the vast range of apps now available on a typical phone, taking a request, 

deciding which of the apps available can deal with it and how to use the chosen app. At its simplest, an 

IA will merely launch the app but voice-activated commands start to add value when used more 

specifically i.e. “Text my client that I’m running 15mins late for the meeting’” In other words, IAs use app 

functionality as the building blocks of their time-saving utility. 

• Amazon has rapidly grown from a handful of Alexa ‘skills’ or voice apps to over 30,000. Developers are 

incentivized to embed Alexa into banking apps, security cameras, cars and various wearables. 

Siri will soon be able to bundle up actions from different apps (called Shortcuts) - if you tell it you’re late 

for your business lunch, fit can alert the restaurant and your guests with a new time. The Google 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/hey-you-didnt-pay-uber-regulars-have-forgotten-how-to-behave-in-regular-cabs-1532095878?mod=mhp
https://venturebeat.com/2018/06/04/apples-shortcuts-gives-developers-a-reason-to-care-about-siri/
https://loupventures.com/annual-digital-assistant-iq-test-siri-google-assistant-alexa-cortana/
https://loupventures.com/annual-digital-assistant-iq-test-siri-google-assistant-alexa-cortana/
https://appleinsider.com/articles/18/07/06/hands-on-create-your-own-siri-commands-with-shortcuts-in-ios-12
https://ai.googleblog.com/2018/05/duplex-ai-system-for-natural-conversation.html
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Duplex demo went further - instead of the IA just thinking to set up a call with the right 

restaurant, it had the whole conversation, a sign of how fundamentally IAs will change human 

interaction in the next 5-10 years.  

• When Google rolls it out to some users for testing in the coming weeks, Duplex will be a tool within the 

Google Assistant app that the testers can use to call stores on their behalf and find out their holiday 

hours. Later this summer, it will also be able to set up reservations and appointments. After its 

impressive demo in May, many expressed concerns about how human it sounded and how, in the 

onstage example, it didn’t identify itself as an AI agent – bot etiquette is still evolving.  

• So convincing was the assistant that is sparked ethical questions and Google had to quickly declare that 

Duplex will announce itself as an AI agent and state that the call will be recorded. This video from 

Google gives an idea of how it will look and sound; while Duplex now includes the vocal characteristics 

of humans, there will still be limitations, and no chance for a real conversation. Nonetheless, it 

would be a mistake to underestimate how revolutionary this computing interface shift will be, not 

least in accelerating the automation of daily consumption activities to AI platforms… 

 

 

  

https://ai.googleblog.com/2018/05/duplex-ai-system-for-natural-conversation.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?reload=9&v=-qCanuYrR0g&feature=youtu.be
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Equity Indices/Sectors Trading Metric/Instrument Initiation Closure Performance

Closed Positions (Sorted by Latest)

Long Energy Sector Energy Select Sector SPDR Fund 05/04/2018 30/4/2018 10.4%

Short Hong Kong Property Hang Seng Properties Index 19/01/2018 09/02/2018 9.8%

Long US VIX Volatility Index CBOE VIX 17/10/2017 05/02/2018 262.0%

Long TIPS iShares TIPS Bond ETF 04/04/2016 05/02/2018 -1.8%

Long Lat. Am vs EM Asia EEMA vs ILF ETFs 17/11/2017 02/02/2018 10.1%

Long Global Value vs Momentum MSCI AC Mining + AC Energy vs Global Tech 08/06/2017 04/01/2018 9.5%

Long USDMXN Bloomberg USDMXN 03/07/2017 17/10/2017 4.2%

Long US VIX Volatility Index CBOE VIX 16/05/2017 08/01/2017 29.3%

Long China Insurer Basket Equal Weighted Stock Basket 10/07/2014 18/07/2017 53.6%

Long EM Asia vs Lat. Am EEMA vs ILF ETFs 16/05/2016 09/06/2017 13.5%

Long EM LC Debt iShares CS EM LC Bond UCITS 15/11/2016 17/05/2017 10.6%

Long US VIX Volatility Index CBOE VIX 16/12/2016 13/04/2017 27.0%

Long US Housing iShares ITB US Housing and Construction 01/06/2012 30/03/2017 126.9%

Short FTSE 350 Mining Index FTSE 350 Mining Index 13/02/2017 27/03/2017 11.3%

Short USDJPY June 17 Forward Contract 16/12/2016 27/03/2017 6.2%

Long Oil Brent Forward Contract 07/10/2015 02/06/2017 6.4%

Long Japan Exporters STOXX Japan Exporters UCITS ETF JPXA 12/04/2016 31/01/2017 23.7%

Short JPY/CNY Bloomberg JPYCNY 06/07/2016 15/12/2016 11.3%

Short CNY/USD Bloomberg CNYUSD Index 15/12/2014 16/11/2016 10.1%

Long Eurostoxx Banks SX7E 06/07/2016 15/11/2016 38.5%

Long Electric Vehicle Stock Basket 6 07/05/2015 18/10/2016 22.8%

Long US VIX Volatility Index CBOE VIX 15/08/2016 18/10/2016 35.1%

Long EM vs DM iShares EEM versus MSCI World ETF URTH 15/12/2015 12/10/2016 14.2%

Long Japan REITs TSEREIT - TSE REIT Index 21/09/2015 23/08/2016 12.3%

Long EM LC Debt CS EM Index GBLGUCIT 15/12/2015 23/08/2016 14.2%

Long US High Yield Bloomberg USD High Yield Corporate Bond Index15/12/2015 19/07/2016 13.0%

Short US Biotechnology iShares Biotech Nasdaq 24/07/2015 07/07/2016 30.0%

Long US VIX Volatility Index CBOE VIX 04/04/2016 27/06/2016 68.9%

Long JPY/USD Bloomberg JPYUSD 24/07/2015 27/06/2016 20.1%

Short GBP/USD Bloomberg GBPUSD Index 12/05/2014 27/06/2016 21.7%

Long Indonesia iShares MSCI Indonesia 21/09/2015 04/04/2016 28.0%

Long Malaysia/MYR iShares MSCI Malaysia 29/01/2016 04/04/2016 8.8%

Short Iron Ore China Iron Ore 62% FE spot (CFR Tianjin port), USD per MT27/03/2013 15/12/2015 71.7%

Long DXY Dollar Index Bloomberg Dollar Index 17/10/2013 15/12/2015 24.0%

Short AUD/USD Bloomberg AUDUSD Index 02/07/2014 15/12/2015 23.0%

Short Gold XAUUSD Forward Contract 30/04/2013 07/10/2015 21.0%

Long Macau Casinos 4 vs Short China Brokerages 5Stock Basket 4/5 30/04/2015 21/09/2015 28.7%

Long Japan/Short JPY Long DXJ Japan FX Hedged ETF 09/11/2013 24/07/2015 37.0%

Short Oil Brent Forward Contract 24/07/2013 22/04/2015 39.0%

Open Positions (Sorted by Latest)

Long USD DXY index 19/02/2018 Open 6.2%

Short DJ Internet First Trust Dow Jones Internet Index Fund 09/01/2018 Open -19.2%

Short India vs Germany Short BSE Sensex vs DAX 07/08/2017 Open -12.4%

Long Global Oil E&P iShares SPOG ETF 31/03/2017 Open 10.9%

Long Electric Vehicle Stock Basket 7 18/10/2016 Open 81.0%

Long Autonomous Vehicle Stock Basket 8 18/10/2016 Open 8.5%

Long Sensors / MEMs (Embedded Intelligence) Stock Basket 1 05/12/2013 Open 178.8%

Long Industrial Automation/Machine to Machine Stock Basket 2 05/12/2013 Open 68.6%

Key Tactical and Strategic Asset Trades and Current Positioning
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Summary Asset Views 

 

 

 
Investment View Vs. Benchmark 

MSCI Weight/SAA Benchmark

(6-12mths +)

Equities

US Bearish/Neutral

PER premium to Japan/Europe driven by high tech weighting and sector

rerating YTD, tax led earnings boost peaking, wage pressure on margins

looming?

Europe Bullish/Neutral

Euro drag on exporter earnings easing, PMI/survey momentum stabilising -

sustained €/$ reversal to drive outperformance led by exporters if trade fears

abate via autos, industrial cyclicals

UK Neutral

Weaker GBP/energy rally has helped rebound, chaotic Brexit negative for

banks given funding cost risks, domestic consumer exposure as growth likely

to slump to 1% or less

Japan Bullish
ROE/buyback uptrend intact and profits at record over 16% of GDP - o/w deep

cyclicals, real estate, global niche dominant tech exposure themes

Asia Pacific Bullish

HK earnings momentum still best in GEM but weakening, Korea earnings

lagging, India, Indonesia negative - avoid FX leverage on sustained USD rally

risks

GEM Equities Neutral

O/w in place since early 2016 moved to neutral in Dec 17 given rising global

yield/USD expectation - Asia over LatAm/CEE, value tilt toward consumer

markets - energy exposure attractive via refiners, E&P 

Fixed Income

Government Bearish/Neutral

10-yr supported at ~3% by foreign inflows - neutral rate now discounting 4-5

more rate hikes by mid 2019, yield curve inversion imminent? Eurozone

peripheral spread flattening trend over as politics drives fiscal reflation?

Investment Grade Neutral/Bearish

IG spreads should be widening this late in cycle, US HY spreads ex energy to

widen vs IG, ECB lower for longer view post Italian volatility threatened by

German inflation breakout

High Yield Bearish
US credit quality metrics deteriorating, Eurozone HY spreads vulnerable to

ECB 'tapering' surprise in 2018, could widen to 400-450bps within 12mths 

EM debt Bearish

Outperformance vs. US HY now ending and very crowded - risk of reallocation

outflows growing as minimal global fixed income diversification benefit - sell

rallies

Commodities

Energy Neutral/Bullish

Market in broad balance, inventories declining rapidly and $80 year-end target

maintained ; WTI-Brent spread narrowing on decline in US inventories -

upstream to downstream switch attractive

Industrial Metals Neutral
Upgraded to neutral after 20% plus slide in copper, zinc etc. on downside

China growth risks - upside if China infrastructure rebounds in H2

Precious Metals Neutral

Real yield and USD headwind remains, gold struggling to attract any

sustained safe haven bid - platinum preferred to palladium on fundamentals,

both hit by auto tariff fears

FX

USD Bullish
Anomalous weakness on 2yr yield differentials finally reversing, recent sharp

rally to 95  on DXY  likely to consolidate near term 

GBP Bearish
Move above $1.40 looked bizarre  - poor macro data, rising political risk,  break 

below 1.20 into Q1 19  if chaotic Brexit ' by default'?

JPY Neutral
Fair value on real yield, PPP basis about 110 versus USD, - suging carry trade

portfolio outflows could push to 115 this summer

Europe Bearish
Yield differentials stretched, data weak and had become a momentum trade,

initial 1.15 target tested vs USD, sell any bounce into late teens

GEM Neutral/Bearish

Carry inflows peaking as USD rebounds - twin deficits/corporate FX exposure

matter again but selective value appearing; MXN/Braziilian equity rallies

impressive - improved China momentum key in H2

  Rationale
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Disclaimer & Disclosure Statement 
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remunerated for providing investment research to professional investors, corporations, other research institutions and 
consultancy houses. Entext Communications, or its respective directors, officers, employees and clients may have or take 
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Analysts’ Certification 
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performance. The opinions expressed in this Report reflect the judgment of Entext as of the date hereof and are subject to change 
without notice. This Report is not an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities. The offer and sale of securities 
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direct or consequential loss, including without limitation, lost profits arising from any use of this Report or the information contained 
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